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logixpro is our flagship software program. in addition to providing
a comprehensive set of tools for mechanical engineers, process
engineers, industrial process control system integrators and
others, the program is also designed to be a reliable, stable, and
easy-to-use simulator of rockwell automation plcs. the plc
simulator is a fully independent software package that mimics the
physical and operational characteristics of a real plc; the
sequencing logic of a ladder-logic program; and the graphical
presentation of the plc's window. this unique feature enables the
user to work on a simulation of a plc system to get the feel and
operation of a plc. the simulation not only simulates the physical,
electrical, and mechanical aspects of the system, but also
simulates the plc's programming environment with a world-class
programmable ladder logic editor. the plc editor/emulator is
designed to be completely stand-alone and work without the need
for any other program. it is the software that allows a user to
control the physical and operational aspects of a simulated plc.
and because the plc emulator is not tied to a specific simulation,
any simulation can be used with it. the plc simulator is not just for
plc programmers. it is for anybody who needs to simulate and test
industrial equipment and systems. in addition to mechanical and
electrical engineers and process control system integrators, it can
also be used by industrial process control systems integrators,
production managers, purchasing agents, plant managers, and
others involved in the industrial process control field. the plc
simulator is available in a one-time license (through the internet)
or a perpetual license.
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simulator cd: logixpro plc simulator is an ideal tool for practicing
the fundamentals of rslogix ladder logic programming after you
learn the basics with plc training course software. the look, feel,
and operation of our ladder rung editor so closely mimics allen

bradley software, that many need a second look to be sure who's
editor they're using. (especially if you currently own a copy of

rslogix 500 as you can open it from within the plctrainer.) logixpro
500 is the ideal tool for learning the fundamentals of rslogix

ladder logic programming. the look, feel, and operation of our
ladder rung editor so closely mimics allen-bradleys world renown
software offering, that many need a second look to be sure who's

editor theyre using. of course the give-away is the window
containing one of our prosim-ii simulations. this is where logixpro

really out-shines typical plc training setups employing a plc
connected to a handful of switches and lights. by graphically

simulating process equipment such as conveyors etc. in software,
the synchronous and interactive nature of real industrial

processes, presents the student with a far more realistic and
challenging programming experience. the plctrainer version 4.32

uses a plc emulator with rslogix ladder logic look and feel and now
includes analog instruction, an area that has been overlooked by

most plc training materials. order now and receive a free cd
logixpro, an rslogix logic simulator! (right-click, save target as plc

training demo for a demo of an earlier demo version of the
plctrainer. the purchased version is win 10, 7, 8, and xp

compatible.) 5ec8ef588b
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